
Egyptische beschaving. Een ijverig 
toerist, die blijkbaar een geleerde en 
kenner van het spijkerschrift is, 
kopieert tekeningen en geschriften / 
hi벯gliefen, an de muren der ouden 
Egyptische monumenten, Egypte 
1927.

Hypothesis. Participatory research

Welcome to our 6th assembly!



Cuneiform Tablet, ca. 3100–2900 BCE. Metropolitan Museum of Art

Data, like language, is a descriptive system. It helps us organize and understand the world. 
And, like language, it should offer us possibilities, invite curiosity, facilitate understanding.



Afrikan Alphabets & African Diasporic Design Lineage

Counter to colonial notions of the savage or primitive African, there is a complex, rich and multi-cultural history of African design. From the research of graphic designer Saki 
Mafundikwa on Afrikan alphabets and graphic languages, we can trace African design lineages that travel from the continent to America through the transatlantic slave trade. 



https://www.tableau.com/foundation/data-equity

https://www.tableau.com/foundation/data-equity
https://www.tableau.com/foundation/data-equity




https://www.tableau.com/foundation/data-equity/equitable-education/black-prosperity

https://www.tableau.com/foundation/data-equity/equitable-education/black-prosperity
https://www.tableau.com/foundation/data-equity/equitable-education/black-prosperity






W.E.B. Du Bois’s a pioneer of data visualization, Arresting Modernist Data Visualizations of Black Life for the World’s Fair of 1900 

Du Bois was part of a collective of black intellectuals and professionals who contributed to a multidisciplinary display representing the best of African American advancement at the turn of the century

1900 Exposition Universelle in Paris



https://medium.com/nightingale/style-and-rich-detail-on-viewing-an-original-w-e-b-du-bois-data-visualization-part-4-40cc7bd18cfb

https://medium.com/nightingale/style-and-rich-detail-on-viewing-an-original-w-e-b-du-bois-data-visualization-part-4-40cc7bd18cfb
https://medium.com/nightingale/style-and-rich-detail-on-viewing-an-original-w-e-b-du-bois-data-visualization-part-4-40cc7bd18cfb




"Data give us a false feeling 
of control, of doing things 
right when what is really 
important remains hidden. 
When focusing on data, we 
run the risk of inadvertently 
hiding a deeper valuation" 

Sign prohibiting search for mushrooms in Willowvale Park, Toronto, c. 1914 | City of Toronto Archives, Wikimedia commons | 
 Public Domain

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Places_toronto_christie_pits_1914.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Places_toronto_christie_pits_1914.jpg












Our roadmap today.
1

2

3

ReCap + Data Stories for 
Our Principles 

Data Repository: a 
love story Journey

New template for 
proposals for 
hypothesis + Demo 
Custom fields 

4
IiIIIInUIX with the 
visual 
dashboard



INSIGHTS 
FROM  
OTHER 
ASSEMBLIES…



Developing Data Stories for 
Our Principles! 

Participation Model & Ethics



Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Developing ACTIONS,  OUTCOMES and 
INDICATORS

KPI's

Help CHIs in opening to the citizen participation

Meaningful participation

Impact through a critical lens

Safe digital spaces

Help CHIs to adapt to the digital transformation

Green deal. Environmental impact of digitization

Interdisciplinary Approach

A voice for cultural heritage institutions

Access through Narratives

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

Actions

Outcomes

Indicators

greater reach 
of the re- used 

date to the 
users (Natalia)

more flow of the 
data and CHIs 

content between 
various 

stakeholders 
(Natalia)

collect 
feedback to 

further 
develop the 

project

Collect and 
present "Success 
stories" showing 

that it works!

targeting and 
inviting the most 

"innovative" 
person and the 

most influent one 
of each institution

Contest ? on 
existing projects 

or initiatives

identifying on 
social network 

active citizens that 
can impulse 

project with their 
local institution

Organise specific 
events and 

proactively seeking 
out and 

incorporating 
diverse 

communities

use the best 
standards to make it 
compatible with the 

most up to date 
accessibility 

practices

Actively 
promote/ 

boost diverse 
CHI 

practitioners
Developing  

regular and    
reliable research   

 and data on 
different facets of 

diversitiy

Promoting the 
tool to whoever 

already tries 
actively to raise 

their voice

Making it fun and 
accessible

Using " you may 
also want to share 

your voice on..." 
linking to other 

surveys

Present best cases 
of such 

transformation 
(happening to some 
extent in WP3 - but 
with specific focus 
on reuse actions)

Present an online 
guide (text + 

elements like video, 
etc.) that one can 
use to learn about 

digital 
transformation.

Present 
policy 

evidence

Implementing 
a "policy 

newsletter"  
for policy 
makers

Formulate a 
manifesto that in 
clear and short 

form presents our 
perspective

Participation to 
Policy 

recommendation

Serie of mini- 
seminars on 

specific topics

initiate activities/discussions that actively ask 
for multidisciplinary input
focus on consensus building and collaborative 
activities
provide an overview of main concepts and 
definitions that ensure understanding 
between all parties involved

initiate 
activities/discussi
ons that actively 

ask for 
multidisciplinary 

input

focus on 
consensus 

building and 
collaborative 

activities

provide an overview 
of main concepts 

and definitions that 
ensure 

understanding 
between all parties 

involved

Clearly define 
/ clarify our 

impact model

proposing a set of 
"satisfaction 

surveys" analysing 
all kind of impacts

Surveys (and similar 
tools) - since surveying 

often is a challenge, 
maybe build a panel of 
orgs / people willing to 
be surveyed regularly, 

over next 2 years

proving that it 
works : how many 

policy makers 
were touched ? 

what was 
obtained ?

selecting "green" 
servers

limitating the size 
of all media and 
avoid doubles

offering indicators 
like space on the 

servers -> 
electricity 

consumption

compressing tools 
available

PArtnerships to 
compensate the 

CO2 impact ?

Define a clear term 
of service for the 
platform which 

should be inclusive, 
transparent and 

guarantee all voices 
to be expressed.

clicable words to 
access definition ?

Picking subjetcs/ 
examples were 
diverse people 

can project 
themselves

chatbot to help 
navigate and ask 

any question

A clear short statement 
about what will not be 

tolerated on the 
platform and how 
participants will be 

sanctioned or expelled.

Surveys on 
our platform 
(happening 
now - WP3)

easy- to- share 
surveys that look 

good on social 
media ?

Making it easy to 
put links / medias/ 

incorporated 
videos maybe ?

Asking artists to 
do their "vision" 
of conveying the 

data : a picture ? a 
music ?Using personas ?

write narratives, 
use cases, 

future visions 
based on data 

analysis

all stakeholders groups 
represented in each 
assembly/process/etc.
number of consensus 
building activities

number of 
consensus 

building 
activities

Indicator: What 
features have been 

added to make it 
inclusive? (close 

captioning, different 
languages, etc)

number of 
data re- used 

in other 
projects

number of 
consultation 

workshops and 
of people 

attending them

kris: 
collaborations 
with other eu 

projects

kris: a strong 
voice from the 
sector towards 
policymakers

kris: a 
hub/forum for 
exchange and 
empowerment 

inside the sector

kris: 
defining 

hot topics kris: mentions 
within different 
networks, sm, 

and community

kris: growth of 
platform: 

proposals, 
participants, 
discussions

Facilitated 
decision 
making 

processes

Encouragement 
of active 

participation

CHIs can 
advocate 
better for 

their needs

better 
targetted 
capacity 
building

overview of 
emerging 

trends

policy makers 
more aware 

where 
funding/support 

is needed

interactions 
with 

collections

audiences

All types of 
CHIs 

represented 
(museums, 

libraries, etc.)

Number of 
organisations 
from each EU 

country/region

monitoring and 
evaluation of 

different facets of 
diversity and their 
presence on the 

platform

regulations to 
support 

diversity and 
anti- 

harassment

more users feel 
comfortable 
speaking in 

languages outside 
of english

topics and themes 
of participant 

content touches 
on inequality and 

equal access

more participants 
from diverse 
backgrounds 

invested in the 
platform

results on impact 
assessments 
focusing on 

different aspects 
of diversity

amount of 
information 
published 

through platform 
about diversity 

and CHIs
collabrative 
projects to 

collect data on 
diversity in 

GLAMS

Define/elect 
moderators 

on the 
platform

The platform foster 
an environment in 
which participation 

in the digital 
discourse is 
encouraged

Involvement of 
participants 
with diverse 
backgrounds

Participants 
feel safe and 

at ease 
expressing 
their ideas

number of 
languages/natio
nalities/gender 
represented on 

the platform

Percentage of 
consensus 

reached in the 
single debates

Number of 
complaints for 
harassment or 
bad behaviour 
(violation of the 
code of conduct)

Number of 
diverse voices 
(participants) 

in the debates

Strengthen  
participation 
of citizens in 
online events

Number of co- 
creation or 

Citizen Science 
projects 
started

number of new 
digitized contents 

on cultural 
commons by the 

local communities

number of  
actions of culture 
digitization self- 

organized by 
citizens after CHI 
encouraged them

Increased well- 
being and 

trust in 
accessing 

digital spaces

Subjective 
well- being 

scores

developing 
more meaningul 

modes of 
communication 
and feedback

learning about 
the negative 

implications or 
reprecussions 
of our design

 Who's voice is 
part of this 

narrative and how 
many have 

participated in 
some way?

What 
communities or 

different 
audiences did this 
narrative reach?

We will add messages ont the 
platform toward its users to 

motivate a green behaviour at the 
same time in the use of the 

platform as in their  general actions.

Comparing 
 comments 

verses 
upvotes

updating 
impact model 
through time

satisfaction 
rates from 
participant 
feedback

For each of the principles use the purple post- its to fill in outcomes for each action. Prioritize 
your outcomes! For outcomes you believe are a low priority place them in the more yellow 
area however for the outcomes with a higher priority place them in the black area. Finally fill 
in the indicators for the high priority outcomes with green post its. Indicators in this case are 
objective and concrete measurements for each outcome.

inDICEs should encourage CHIs to 
develop more innovative strategies 
to involve actively citizens and 
specific categories of stakeholders 
to co- create and contribute to digital 
cultural heritage

Ensure participants have the 
opportunity to bring new value or 
content (not simply pressing 
buttons, not mocking participation 
through the mere interactivity of 
digital tools)

Prioritize impact over intentions
Impact is not just about outcomes, we should also view our day 
to day work through a critical  lens. Ethical design is necessary for 
a more responsible design within  the development of projects. 
For ethical design, what needs to be taken  into account is the 
accountability of who is involved, who benefits, and  who is 
impacted or harmed by the decisions taken by the characteristics 
 of the service or end product. Impact cannot be reduced to just  
outcomes, we should also view our day to day work through a 
critical  lens.

Fostering the engagement of 
different groups in the participatory 
platform, to proactively develop a 
plural community and diverse 
participation.

Ensure a safe and supportive 
environment for people of any 
background to participate: taking care of 
mental and physical well- being, safe  
relations in the digital space, creating 
tools for shy voices to speak  up, 
protection from bullying etc

Support CHIs in their digital 
transformation through best 
practices, experiences and legal 
recommendations that could be 
shared on the  platform

Lets evaluate and measure 
the Environmental impact of 
a digital observatory, and 
how we can decrease this 
impact

!!Autonomously assign each other homework if the time is too 
limiting!! We trust you.

Connect people from different 
domains - CHI professionals, 
creative industry representatives, 
policy makers, legal  experts - to 
solve complex problems together.

Listening to CHIs and taking 
their concerns and 
opportunities as a priority for 
their digital transformation

Making data accessible with a 
stronger narrative approach 
to encourage exploration and 
open access.

Action

Outcome

Indicator

Legend

level of 
linguistic 

diversity on 
the platform

number of 
linguistically / 

gender/culturall
y diverse users 
on the platform

Representation: 
Comparing the 

number of  diverse 
users with  potential 

pool of user 
representation.

Tracking 
diversity of 

people 
contributing 

data

 impact     
assessments 
focused on 

different facets 
of diversity

Ensure diversity on the participative platform

A guide to evaluating public participation in central government

Design Justice Network Principles

Friendly space policy

Wikipedia:Meetup/ArtandFeminism/Safespacepolicy

Digital Access to Collections

Digital Access to collections case studies

Digitisation Toolkit

Digital solutionsin the field ofcultural heritage

Museums on the Climate Journey

Towards a ‘Listening Organisation’? 

Interactive visual analytics (IVA)

Chapter 1[ 21 ]Visualization design objectives

Storytelling -  benefits and tips

Why Teach with an Interdisciplinary Approach? 

What are the benefits of interdisciplinary study? 

The percentage of 
datasets made 

available for use by 
3rd parties compared 
to all datasets in the 

platform

The number of datasets 
available in the open 

observatory

The percentage of 
datasets available 

compared to the target 
collection defined by 

the project

The percentage of EU 
country coverage of 

mapping IPR 
legislation on and 

copyright 
harmonisation

The number of 
initiatives that make 
use of the datasets

More than 80% of the 
stakeholder groups 

rate the usefulness of 
the platform as four or 
higher on a Likert scale 

of one to five

The number of CHI 
institutions that 
perform a self- 

assessment of their 
DSM readiness using 

the inDICEs self- 
assessment tool.

The percentage of 
datasets made 

available for use by 
3rd parties compared 
to all datasets in the 

platform

The number of datasets 
available in the open 

observatory

The percentage of 
datasets available 

compared to the target 
collection defined by 

the project

The percentage of EU 
country coverage of 

mapping IPR 
legislation on and 

copyright 
harmonisation

The number of 
initiatives that make 
use of the datasets

More than 80% of the 
stakeholder groups 

rate the usefulness of 
the platform as four or 
higher on a Likert scale 

of one to five

The number of CHI 
institutions that 
perform a self- 

assessment of their 
DSM readiness using 

the inDICEs self- 
assessment tool.

The percentage of 
datasets made 

available for use by 
3rd parties compared 
to all datasets in the 

platform

The number of datasets 
available in the open 

observatory

The percentage of 
datasets available 

compared to the target 
collection defined by 

the project

The percentage of EU 
country coverage of 

mapping IPR 
legislation on and 

copyright 
harmonisation

More than 80% of the 
stakeholder groups 

rate the usefulness of 
the platform as four or 
higher on a Likert scale 

of one to five

The number of CHI 
institutions that 
perform a self- 

assessment of their 
DSM readiness using 

the inDICEs self- 
assessment tool.

The number of 
initiatives that make 
use of the datasets

kris: Creating 
connection to 
public events: 

discussion 
spaces,

monitor 
progress

enable the 
creative 

industry the 
re- use of data 

(Natalia)

The number of CHI 
institutions that 
perform a self- 

assessment of their 
DSM readiness using 

the inDICEs self- 
assessment tool.

The percentage of 
datasets made 

available for use by 
3rd parties compared 
to all datasets in the 

platform

More than 80% of the 
stakeholder groups 

rate the usefulness of 
the platform as four or 
higher on a Likert scale 

of one to five

More than 80% of the 
stakeholder groups 

rate the usefulness of 
the platform as four or 
higher on a Likert scale 

of one to five

skills 
and job 
profiles

kris: 
actively 

recruiting 
participants

Connect and 
engage local 

communities with 
their cultural 

heritage and their 
CHIs

The percentage of 
EU country 
coverage of 
mapping IPR 

legislation on and 
copyright 

Foster user- driven 
service design

Give up some 
features like auto- 

play videos and 
infinite scrolling

Pop up message 
to raise 

awareness on 
green behaviour

Monthly estimation 
of electrical 

consumption for 
servers for 

webpages & 
participatory 

platform

Monthly estimation 
of electrical 

consumption for 
servers dedicated to 

process big data 
(weblyzard)

Monthly estimation 
of electrical 

consumption for 
electronic devices 

used by every 
person of the 
consortium

Environmental 
impact due to the 
hardware used to 
scrap and store 

large amounts of 
data (ie wikipedia)

selecting "shared 
cloud" servers 
instead of "on- 

premises" as ensure 
better overall 

utilization rates (est. 
65% vs 15%)

total transparency 
report  about 

hardware 
providers for al 

actors involved in 
data processing

Use the opensource 
app Scaphandre 

[skafɑ̃dʁ] a metrology 
agent dedicated to 

electrical power 
consumption metrics

Creating user 
experience and 

user engagement 
processes to 

access relevant 
data (Dashboard)

withdraw 
from fossil 

fuels 
sponsors

Build a creative space 
to explore connections 

between socially 
engaged artistic 

practice and  political 
change through  

discussion

optimizing the 
platform so that 

the data on it and 
its functioning 

doesn't need too 
much energy

tell stories of 
climate change 
with heritage 

content

Estimating the 
carbon footprint of 

Indices in three 
different areas: our 
online services, our 
offices and "foreign 
travel" (europeana)

Friendly space policy

Europeana’s Carbon Footprint

Following the GHG Protocol 
Corporate Accounting and 
Reporting Standard or the 
ISO 14040, ISO 14044 and 
ISO 14064- 1 guidelines for 

conducting life- cycle 
analysis or carbon- 
footprint analysis

Define a 
shared code of 

conduct for 
the platform

Create an 
easy way to 

report 
abuses

empowering policy- makers and 
decision- makers in the Cultural 
and Creative Industries to fully 

understand the social and 
economic impact of digitisation 
in their sectors and address the 
need for innovative (re)use of 

cultural assets

Constructive 
debates and 

dialogues 
increase both in 

quality and 
quantity

urging hosting providers to 
switch to electricity from 

renewable energy sources, 
and by using more virtual 
servers instead of physical 

servers.

Europeana Carbon Footprint project report

Number of "shy 
voices" (participants 
that are registered 
to the platform but 
do not intervene in 

the debates)

Looking at existing 
projects/initiatives in 

the citizen science 
area and establish 
connection/engage 
in co- participation

Create a dedicated 
assembly on the 
plaform to share 

and discuss 
experiences in 

citizen participation

Strengthen  
participation of 
citizens in the 

shared definition of  
cultural heritage and 

its narratives

Support CHIs 
in connecting 

with new 
audiences

The most important thing is to 
be aware of the energy impact of 
ICT systems and in particular of 
resource- intensive applications 

in the cloud. Obviously, we 
cannot stop using these services, 
but we can opt for more rational 

consumption

Democratise the 
creation of what is 
cultural heritage 
(from Culture 1.0 

to 3.0)

develop good 
practices/tips 

such as

community filter 
to review 

relevance of data 
sets before 

upload (DATA 
REPOSITORY)

Number of 
citizens engaged 

in co- creation 
projects or Citizen 
Science initiatives

publish on inDICEs 
stories that visualise 
and reuse data from 

the platform/ 
dashboard in an 
engaging  way

offer to platform's 
users access to 

dashboard widgets 
that allow them to 
reuse and visualise 
data in their stories

Support and 
enhance 

storytelling 
with data

Number of stories 
(e.g. blog posts, 

infographics) that 
reuse and 

visualise inDICEs 
data

Co- creating 
an Impact 
Lite Crash 

Course.

Crash course that allows interested 
individuals to become impact 

assessment practitioners. Practitioners 
means that  community members are 
able to lead ‘lite’ workshops on impact 
assessment  and/or become confident 

advocates on the topic of impact in 
discussions  with colleagues or partners 
when working out policies or projects in  

the digital GLAM sector.

present case 
studies & 
success 
stories

more coordinated 
efforts between 
CHIs (learning 

from each other)









Developing Data Stories for Our 
Principles

[INSERT PRINCIPLE NAME]

Key Issues

Overview

Data (a series of objective data to back up the idea + how could we gather data)

Good practices/ references

FIND AN ILUSTRATION

Safe Digital Spaces

Key Issues

Overview

Data (a series of objective data to back up the idea + how could we gather data)

Good practices/ references

Access Through Narratives

Key Issues

Overview

Data

Good practices/ references

FIND AN ILUSTRATION

Help CHI's open to citizen participation

Key Issues

Overview

Data

Good practices/ references

FIND AN ILUSTRATION

social 
cohesion

Define/elect 
moderators 

on the 
platform

Percentage of 
consensus 

reached in the 
single debates

Number of 
complaints for 
harassment or 
bad behaviour

Number of 
diverse voices 
(participants) 

in the debates

Subjective 
well- being 

scores

“According to a 2019 survey by Ofcom, 18% of UK adults are 
concerned about hate speech on the internet (Ofcom 
2019b).”

Lack of awareness / structural bias within community

Poor community health

Harassment

Lack of support for gender equity work

Lack of diversity in leadership

 meta.wikimedia.org

Gender equity report
2018/Barriers to equity
- Meta

Source:

Source

Making data accessible with a 
stronger narrative approach 

to encourage exploration and 
open access.

Innovation

'ANALYTICS and data are transforming decision- making processes in leading  organizations 
around the world. Yet one of the great difficulties with  analytics is that it can be difficult to 
explain and understand; it is  widely held that analytical people don’t communicate well with 
decision  makers, and vice- versa. As a result, analytical capabilities may not get  used 
effectively, and decision makers may fall back on their intuition  or experience. There are, 
however, a variety of approaches that can help  quantitative analysts tell a story with data 
and tactics that can help  decision makers develop trusting and beneficial relationships with 
 analysts.'
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/deloitte- review/issue- 12/telling- a- story- with- 
data.html

For an example, let’s look at the work of Florence Nightingale. Nightingale is widely known as the founder of the profession of nursing  and a reformer of hospital sanitation 
methods, but she was also a very  early user of quantitative methods. When Nightingale and 38 volunteer  nurses were sent in October 1854 to a British military hospital in  Turkey 
during the Crimean War, she found terrible conditions in a  makeshift hospital. Most of deaths in the hospital were attributable to  epidemic, endemic, and contagious diseases 
and not to the wounds  inflicted in battle. In February 1855, the mortality of cases treated in  the hospital was 43 percent.2  In addition to improving basic sanitation at the hospital, 
Nightingale  believed that statistics could be used to solve the problem. She started  to keep detailed daily records of admissions, wounds, diseases,  treatment, and deaths.
Nightingale’s greatest innovation, however, was in the presentation  of the results. Although she recognized the importance of proof based on  numbers, she also understood that 
numeric tables were not universally  interesting (even when they were much less common than they are today!)  and that the average reader would avoid reading them and 
thereby miss  the evidence. As she wanted readers to receive her statistical message,  she developed diagrams to dramatize the needless deaths caused by  unsanitary conditions, 
and the need for reform. While taken for granted  now, it was at that time a relatively novel method of presenting data.

What would Florence Nightingale make of big data? |

BBC IdeasYouTube

The main agenda  of  the  memory institutions  at the twenty first century cannot focus    
solely on the    provision of  the  digital collections  and   storing of the digital heritage, but    
 it  also has to focus on engaging  communities and find new  ways of community     
empowerment through participation and user generated content.

Source

Support CHIs in their digital 
transformation through best 

practices, experiences and legal 
recommendations that could be 

shared on the  platform

Social 
cohesion

We commit to capacity building and 
empowerment through developing 
tools, resources, and networks to 

support CHI digital transformation 
processes both big and small.

 pro.europeana.eu

Project archive |
Europeana Pro
The first ENUMERATE survey was carried
out in 2012. This bi-annual survey
collects data from cultural heritage
institutions across Europe, with the aim
…

[INSERT PRINCIPLE NAME]

Key Issues

Overview

Data (a series of objective data to back up the idea + how could we gather data)

Good practices/ references
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[INSERT PRINCIPLE NAME]

Key Issues

Overview

Data (a series of objective data to back up the idea + how could we gather data)

Good practices/ references

FIND AN ILUSTRATION

Key Issues

Overview

Data (a series of objective data to back up the idea + how could we gather data)

Good practices/ references
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[INSERT PRINCIPLE NAME]

Key Issues

Overview

Data

Good practices/ references

FIND AN ILUSTRATION

Key Issues

Overview

Data

Good practices/ references

FIND AN ILUSTRATION

Help CHIs to adapt to the digital transformation

Green deal. Environmental impact of digitization

A voice for cultural heritage institutions Impact through a critical lens

Interdisciplinary Approach

[INSERT PRINCIPLE NAME]

Good practices/ references

FIND AN ILUSTRATION

Ensure diversity on the participative platform

Fostering the engagement of 
different groups in the 

participatory platform, trying 
to maximise diversity.

Organise 
specific events 

targeting 
diverse 

communities

diversity, 
inclusion

Key Issues

Overview

Data (a series of objective data to back up the idea + how could we gather data)

LGBTQ+ identities
Diverse Capacity
Racial and ethnic identities
Religious groups
Gender identity
Age
Geography

Diversity refers to:

There is  not  enough  data  available  to  fully  describe  the   situation   of   ethnic,   
religious  minorities   and   migrants in Europe and the discrimination they face. - ENAR

Data could be collected on the following aspects:
Composition of the inDICEs Community;
Employment profile in terms of types and levels of 
jobs;
Employment profile in terms of types of contract 
and working condition arrangements;
Representation in decision- making positions;
Existence and level of awareness of   policies or 
regulations on equal    employment and 
opportunities;
Existence and number of complaints of 
discrimination

Museums, White Privilege, and Diversity: A Systemic Perspective

Museums, migration and cultural diversity 
Recommendations for museum work

Dismantling White Supremacy in GLAMs and GLAM Education [Galleries, Libraries, Archives, 
Museums]

47% of men earn £30,000 of more, whereas 37.3% of women do so.Furthermore,the study shows 
that women dominate the  workforce in  this  sector: the  overall  gender  split  of  the  workforce  
is 78.1% female compared to21.9% male, while the gender division for the UK workforce as  a  
whole  is  50.1%  female,  49.9%  male. That  being  said, women  are  under- represented in 
senior management positions in this sector: male workers are more likely to occupy 
management roles than their female peers. The 10.2% of men in senior management roles is 
almost double that of female workers (5.9%)

Gender gaps in the Cultural and Creative Sectors(with the exception of the audio- visual 
sector)

Gender mainstream in cultural and natural heritage

Men tend  to  be  more  prevalent  in  more  prestigious,  decision- making,  and creative 
leadership positions.
Men  tend  to  be  in  charge  of  more  commercially  important  or  famous  cultural 
institutions   (even   in   sectors   where   women   outnumber   men   in   absolute 
numbers).
Women  tend  to  be  the  muses  or  vessels  for  bringing  forth  creative  visions  of 
men, as opposed to creative leads themselves.
Across sectors there tend to be more women in the educational trajectories for their 
sector  of choice than  men.  However,  in most cases,  there are ultimately less women 
present in employment in those sectors, and as age increases, the proportion of 
women present in a sector declines.

GENDER INEQUALITIES    IN    THE    CULTURAL    SECTOR

results on impact 
assessments 
focusing on 

different aspects 
of diversity

amount of 
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through platform 
about diversity 

and CHIs

level of 
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the platform
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y diverse users 
on the platform

Representation: 
Comparing the 
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users with  potential 

pool of user 
representation.

Tracking 
diversity of 

people 
contributing 

data

Key Issues

Overview

Data

Good practices/ references

FIND AN ILUSTRATION

Meaningfull participation

The proliferation of participatory practices in the cultural 
field can be  interpreted as a true recognition of the 
value of citizens’ contribution  to the management of 
cultural heritage resources.

When we speak of cultural heritage, in fact, we speak of something which belongs to  all of 
us and for which we should therefore feel responsible and  actively involved.

 observatoriosociallacaixa.org

Participatory
governance of cultural
heritage
@FundlaCaixa

 hesiod.eu

Social innovation
ecosystem in the field
of cultural heritage: a
definition

 www.methodspace.com

Imagining Forward:
Visual Storytelling to
Make Research
Accessible for Practice
Learn about using qualitative data
visualization in visual storytelling.

Rasa

Natalia

Fred

Olivier

Olivier

Elisa

nadia

nadia
Marco Claudia

?

Kris

?Kris

knowledge 
economy/ 
innovation

Soft power/ 
local identity

welfare/ social 
cohesion

sustainability
innovation

 pro.europeana.eu

SMK are impact
explorers | Europeana
Pro
Contributors to the development of the
impact playbook, follow SMK's journey
as they explore the impact of opening
up their collections online.

Number of 
consensus 

building 
activities

Number of 
data re- used 

in other 
projects

Number of 
consultation 

workshops and 
of people 

attending them

The number of 
datasets available in 

the open 
observatory

Digital transformation is a transitory process rather than a one- off activity that can be 
achieved overnight. We need to provide a way to monitor progress and guide CHIs 
through this process - no matter how far along in their digital transformation they are.

Since digital transformation is an ongoing process with a moving target, we need to 
monitor trends and transformations, and enable policy makers to respond with 
appropriate policies and capacity building activities.

There is no single recipe for digital transformation - it will look differently in every 
organisation, depending on their size, domain, funding, target audiences, region, etc.

It is tempting to focus on examples of activities enabled by digital transformation (e.g. 
flashy social media campaigns) rather than the data- driven processes and 
workflows behind them which are the key things we should focus on.

Many CHIs are not collecting and monitoring data that would help them better 
understand how they could increase the impact of their collections and services

Support CHIs in their digital 
transformation through best 
practices, experiences and legal 
recommendations that could be 
shared on the  platform

Engagement of the 
Europeana 
Aggregators who can 
keep resources relevant 
for digital 
transformation up to 
date

Visual Analytics 
Dashboard that allows 
to monitor trends

Self- Assessment Tool 
that enables CHIs to 
monitor their progress 
and informs them about 
what data they need to 
collect

Number of 
CHIs who fill 
out the self 
assessment 

tool every year

Number of 
resources 
added by 

aggregators 
each year

Digitale Maturiteit (Belgium) https://www.digitalematuriteit.be/ Digital Culture Compass: https://digitalculturecompass.org.uk/  Museum Barometer https://museumbooster.com/research/

Microsoft Digital Transformation Assessment https://edujourney.microsoft.com/lam/etf- 
lam/

Resources that inDICEs brings:

Surveys on 
our platform 
(happening 
now - WP3)

number of 
types of 
different 

channels for 
feedback

number of 
initiatives led 
by participant 
communities

survey 
responses

We commit to accountability 
through building it into our 
platform and establish safe 

regular channels for feedback 
from participants.

 designjustice.org

Read the Principles —
Design Justice Network

 www.temanararaunga.maori.nz

Te Mana Raraunga
Our Data, Our Sovereignty, Our Future

When the internet appears predominantly White* and US- centric by default, it is because it 
reflects a particular corpus of web content  and the context of software developers, 
managers, and executives of  technology companies who are rarely diverse in terms of race, 
ethnicity  or gender. I

Racism and discrimination exists in every part of the world, including in unique variations 
that reflect local histories. Wherever racism finds  expression, it is most visible to those who 
suffer the consequences and  too easily deniable by those who don’t. Worse, most histories 
of  discrimination, as well as histories of colonialism, are wrapped in  narratives of progress, 
civilization and enlightenment. In recent years,  the notion that the internet itself should be 
“decolonized”  has gained traction as a critique of how vastly dominant companies  control 
the data, the communication systems, the computational power,  and the information 
ecosystem of billions of people worldwide.

 2020.internethealthreport.org

Racial Justice | Decode
the Default — The
Internet Health Report
2020
Technology has never been colorblind.
It’s time to abolish notions of “universal”
users of software.

For instance, EFF renewed calls for “meaningful transparency” in 2020 in the context of 
content moderation that shows why and how decisions are made. The European 
Commission supports a Code of Practice on Disinformation for online platforms. And 
Ranking Digital Rights [a Mozilla grantee partner] calls for clearer public disclosures on  
algorithms, human rights, and privacy, tracking progress over time.

 2020.internethealthreport.org

Transparency | Real
Change How? — The
Internet Health Report
2020
When it comes to holding social media
companies accountable, what does
meaningful transparency look like that
can spark real change?

Discrimination exists in every part of the world, including in 
unique variations that reflect local histories. Wherever racism 
finds  expression, it is most visible to those who suffer the 
consequences and  too easily deniable by those who don’t. 
Worse, most histories of  discrimination, as well as histories of 
colonialism, are wrapped in  narratives of progress, civilization 
and enlightenment. In recent years,  the notion that the internet 
itself should be “decolonized”  has gained traction as a critique of 
how vastly dominant companies  control the data, the 
communication systems, the computational power,  and the 
information ecosystem of billions of people worldwide.

Create an 
easy way to 

report 
abuses

The DSM model places CHIs in a commercial value chain, public goods become a 
source of income for commercial platforms that do not share their revenue with the 
public sector.
Individual CHIs have limited power and resource to connect to the public in an open 
way, where public goods come are used and reused for public benefit without 
involving a commercial party or platform.  By uniting and formulating a shared 
principle, shared concers and shared opportunities CHIs could influence decision 
making processes in IPR.
Listening to CHIs and taking their concerns and opportunities as a priority for their 
digital transformation is key in bringing public goods back to the public.

Connect people from different 
domains - CHI professionals, 
creative industry representatives, 
policy makers, legal  experts - to 
solve complex problems together.

https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Friendly_space_policy

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Meetup/ArtandFeminism/Safespacepolicy

https://www.contributor- covenant.org/version/1/3/0/code- of- conduct/

https://meta.decidim.org/conferences/decidimfest2020/f/1343/? component_id=1343&conference_slug=decidimfest2020&locale=en

Create the right context (inclusive space that allows 
open discussion) to make different practitioners work 
together

Re- use of data

growth of 
platform: 

proposals, 
participants, 
discussions

Involve CHIs in decision making by 
taking their concerns and 
opportunities as a priority for future 
policy by focusing on biggest 
challenges they face in the digital 
transformation process.

We commit to empower CHIs to act as a 
unified sector towards policy makers 
trough providing a participatory space, 
where knowledge of opportunities and 
concerns on digital transformation is 
collected and shared among institutions 
with different backgrounds.

Lets evaluate and measure 
the Environmental impact of 
a digital observatory, and 
how we can decrease this 
impact

accessibility 
& safety

https://copyrightexceptions.eu/
https://www.communia- association.org/about/

https://wearemuseums.com/museumsonetheclimatejourney

https://issuu.com/europanostra/docs/20210322- 
european_cultural_heritage_green_paper_fu

https://issuu.com/europanostra/docs/20210322- european_cultural_heritage_green_paper_fu

https://www.websitecarbon.com/

https://www.wholegraindigital.com/blog/website- energy- efficiency/

https://pro.europeana.eu/post/europeana- s- carbon- footprint

https://pro.europeana.eu/post/europeana- s- carbon- footprint

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BLXUsOJuplH_9qFbAIsMeai7ECwAi9PhoBCIZe_Ivdw/edit? 
pli=1#heading=h.d6auszpl61ti

https://ghgprotocol.org/corporate- standard

https://www.iso.org/standard/66453.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/38498.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/37456.html

https://pro.europeana.eu/page/building- digital- capacity

https://pro.europeana.eu/share- your- data/process

https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/WELCOME- qjldBSZoWBnvyx3E7GQtE

Collaboration between various sectors and institutions 
-> related to the copyright issues + cross- disciplinary 
projects

This principle connects to many other principles. I think this principle is a meta 
principle, and is being build up through all principles mentioned on the board.

https://pro.europeana.eu/network- association/communities

https://www.recreating.eu/activities- resources/

Create a culture of attention on environmental 
impact

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/what- are- the- benefits- interdisciplinary- study
https://serc.carleton.edu/sp/library/interdisciplinary/why.html

https://digital.bds.rs/conference- 2021/

Sonsoles



Building on existing Digital 
communities governance 
models! 





Governance
Case: Wikimedia

Rules and Norms

Bylaws

Values

Policies

Resolutions

Annual Report

Movement a�liates

BodiesGovernance Activites

Wikimedia Foundation Board of Trustees

chapters

thematic organizations

user groups

The Board was formed in 2003 with three Trustees, and since 2008 consists of up to ten Trustees. 
It appoints four officers: a Chair and Vice Chair (who have to be Trustees), and a Treasurer and 
Secretary (who do not).  The work of the board partly involves resolutions and votes.  Other work 
is delegated to a number of committees covering matters such as Board Governance, Audit, 
Human Resources, the Product Committee and the Community Affairs Committee.

Incorporated independent non- profits representing the Wikimedia movement and 
supporting movement work globally, focused within a geography.

Incorporated independent non- profits representing the Wikimedia movement and 
supporting work focused on a specific theme, topic, subject or  issue within or across 
countries and regions.

Open membership groups with an established contact person and history of projects, 
designed to be easy to form. User groups may or may not  choose to incorporate and are 
granted limited use of the Wikimedia marks  for publicity related to events and projects.

Movement partners (not yet active)
Like- minded organizations that actively support the Wikimedia movement’s work. They are listed 
publicly and granted limited use of the marks for  publicity indicating their support of and 
collaboration with Wikimedia.  Note: This model is currently under development and not yet active. 
See draft proposals at Wikimedia Affiliates Network and Movement roles project/Movement 
Partners.

These policies, in addition to the terms of use, apply to all Wikimedia wikis.Universal Code 
of Conduct (passed December 2020)

Access to nonpublic personal data policy (passed April 2014, updated November 2018)
Data retention guidelines
Donor policy (first passed October 2007, updated June 2011)
Licensing policy (passed March 2007)
Non discrimination policy (passed January 2006)
Privacy policy (last revised April 2014)
Trademark policy (last revised February 2014)

We welcome and cherish our differences.

We are in this together.

We engage in civil discourse.

We are inspired.

Wikimedia Foundation Audit Committee (Charter)
Wikimedia Foundation Board Governance Committee (Charter)
Wikimedia Foundation Human Resources Committee (Charter)
Wikimedia Foundation Special Projects Committee (Scope)
Wikimedia Foundation Product Committee (Charter)
Wikimedia Foundation Community Affairs Committee (Charter)

Funds Dissemination CommitteeCurrent liaisons: Dariusz 
Jemielniak and Esra'a Al Shafei

Affiliations Committee (Charter)
Current liaisons: Shani Evenstein Sigalov, James Heilman, and 
Nataliia Tymkiv (alternate)
Elections CommitteeCurrent liaison: Esra'a Al Shafei

Language committee (Charter)
Current liaison: James Heilman

Commi�ees

Policies and Procedures

Board Composition

Board Education and Assessment

Coordinate and oversee an evaluation of the Board as a whole with respect to its governance practices, compliance, and performance.
Anticipate and manage the officer election process for the Board's  officer positions, including Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer, and  Secretary.
Review the Staff officer positions of Treasurer and Secretary on a periodic basis.
Facilitate the committee appointment process for Board committees.
Review the Foundation’s bylaws periodically and recommend any needed  changes to the full Board in consultation with the Executive Director  
and General Counsel.
Review the Foundation’s Conflict of Interest Policy periodically and  recommend any needed changes to the full Board for consideration, in  
consultation with the Executive Director and General Counsel.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Establish and maintain a grid of the skills and experience required on the Board and identify those that are currently met and  unmet.
Inform community members of the skills and experience that the Board  requires, and, when appropriate, actively encourage people with those  
skills to stand for election.
Recruit, for Board review and consideration, new appointed trustees when a vacancy exists or is anticipated.
Facilitate the process of electing trustees, including checking that  potential conflicts of interests are declared in advance and are  permissible and 
manageable, and proposing any policies to inform  candidature.
Act as a liaison with chapters and the community with respect to the  selection and election of community and chapter members to the Board,  
including approving the selection and election processes, such as voting  rights and timetables.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Coordinate and oversee, in consultation with the Human Resources Committee, methods to provide periodic developmental feedback to 
each trustee,  with the objective of improving that trustee’s individual performance  and the Board’s constructive interaction as a working 
body.
Create a process for vetting the suitability of prospective  candidates for the Board and ultimately manage the approval or rejection  of 
these candidates.
Develop and maintain orientation and training materials for new trustees to ensure smooth onboarding.
Facilitate Board education, including educational opportunities for  all trustees regarding their fiduciary and legal responsibilities and  
periodic Board retreats.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Meetings
The Committee shall meet at least two times per year, and otherwise as  deemed necessary by the Committee Chair. The Committee Chair may 
call a  meeting with two days’ email notice to the other required attendees. The  required attendees are the Committee members. Trustees 
serving as  alternate Committee members (if any) are not required attendees; they  may not vote unless appointed to act in the place and stead of 
an absent  regular Committee member. A quorum is one- third of the voting Committee  members, and a majority of voting members present 
shall decide any  question brought before the Committee. A meeting may be in person, by  telephone, or video conference so long as all 
participants are able to  hear one another.

Reporting
At  each regular Board meeting, the Committee Chair shall report to the full  Board on the Committee’s activities since the last regular Board  
meeting, if any.

Self- Evaluation
On  a periodic basis, the Committee will perform a self- assessment, and  will review and reassess  this charter. The result will be reported to  the 
full Board and include any recommended changes to the Committee  activities or its charter.

External Advisors
The  Committee may engage an outside consultant to facilitate the periodic  Board peer survey.  The Committee shall oversee the relationship 
with  the outside consultant.

The Committee shall have the authority, at the expense of the  Foundation, to retain independent accountants, lawyers, or other  advisors as it 
deems appropriate to carry out its duties. All expenses  and costs shall be reasonable and be subject to the review of the Audit  Committee.

Procedures and Processes

Rules and Norms BodiesGovernance Activites

Rules and Norms BodiesGovernance Activites

Policies

Roles and Responsibilities

Module Owners and Peers
Module owners  are responsible for leading the development of a module of code or a  
community activity. This role requires a range of tasks, including  approving patches to be 
checked into the module or resolving conflicts  among community members. Lists of code 
module owners and non- code module owners are available.

Release Drivers
Release drivers  provide project management for milestone releases. The drivers provide  
guidance to developers as to which bug fixes are important for a given  release and also 
make a range of tree management decisions.

Bugzilla Component Owners
 Bugzilla component owners  are the default recipient of bugs filed against that component. 
 Component owners are expected to review bug reports regularly, reassign  bugs to correct 
owners, ensure test cases exist, track the progress  toward resolving important fixes, and 
otherwise manage the bugs in the  component. The Bugzilla component owner and the 
related module owner may  be the same person, but in many cases they will be different.

Former Module Owners
When module owners and similar leaders pass on their leadership and  authority to others 
we refer to them as Former Module Owners. This  allows us to continue to acknowledge 
their contributions to our  (collective) success -- mentoring new leadership and passing on  
authority to new leaders is an important part of maintaining a healthy  project. "Former" 
status can apply to people who move to other roles  within Mozilla, and to people who are 
no longer active in Mozilla. It is  intended to be factual, not subjective or evaluative.

Mozilla Reps
Reps are passionate Mozillians who mobilize and develop functional  and local/regional 
Mozilla communities. They are committed to educate  and empower people to support 
Mozilla’s mission and contribute to the  project based on Mozilla’s leadership agreements. 
They are also creating  collaborations with other local communities to expand Mozilla’s  
outreach in the open source ecosystem.

Mozilla Reps Mentors
Reps in this role provide coaching and guidance to ensure that Reps are successful in 
fulfilling their responsibilities.

Mozilla Reps Council
The Council is the program’s 9- member governing body composed of 2  permanently 
appointed Staff members and 7 elected volunteers who are  serving 12- month terms. The 
Council exists to ensure that the Mozilla  Reps program runs smoothly, oversees the 
governance and finances of the  program and serves as an advisory body within the Mozilla 
organization.  The Reps Council takes strategic decisions regarding the program with  input 
by the rest of the leadership body.

Stewards
Stewards  are responsible for the growth and health of the community around  functional 
and regional areas. Although everyone in Mozilla has a  responsibility to help new people 
join the community, Stewards maintain  the contribution pathways that connect potential 
contributors to teams  that have contribution opportunities. Stewards also run recognition,  
education and metrics projects that keep those pathways functioning  well.

Ultimate Decision- Makers
The ultimate decision- maker is a trusted member of the community who has the final say in 
the case of disputes. This is a model  followed by many successful open source projects, and 
they are  sometimes called the "benevolent dictator". Mozilla has evolved in the  past to 
have two people in this role, but only has one at present:  Mitchell Baker. Mitchell has been 
in this role since 1999.

Mozi�a’s principles

Mozi�a Manifesto

Foundation

Governing Bodies and their 
goals

Community Roles and 
Responsabilities (levels of 
action)

Relevant actions from 
principles

Relevant outcomes from 
principles

Actions and activities for 
community engagement

Rules + Policies

Risks Milestones Constraints

Governance 
assembly

Goal : 
Strengthening 

Indices 
platform

establishing 
code of 
conduct

eventual 
subject- 
centered 

circles 
(Roxanne)

Advisory 
Board 

Member

Principles

inDICEs Governance Canvas

co- design 
the Indices 
manifesto

Volunteers 
Program

Governance Case: Mozi�a

Governance
Case: Decidim

Advisory 
Board

Action

Outcome

Indicator

Legend

Aggregators

Trusted 
Reporters
(Katinka)

National 
Assemblies

Community 
moderator

Process or 
Assembly 

Admin

Establishing 
moderators

More cross- 
sectoral 

projects = 
creating wilder 

network

Engaging in 
discussions per 

trending topics in 
social media and 

the platform

Discussions at 
policy level for 

enahancing 
data re- use

Engagement 
during 
public 
events

Greener 
data 

practices 
policies

Code of 
conduct

National 
Assemblies / 
CHapters - 

ICCCU italy / 
NISV?

Tech 
Committee

Scientific 
committee

Platform 
moderation 
committee

Wikimedia
Friendly Space policies

Wikimedia
Statement on Healthy 
Community Culture, 
Inclusivity, and Safe Spaces

Wikimedia
National Chapters

Wikimedia
User Groups

Mozi�a
Mozilla Manifesto

Mozi�a
Roles and Responsibilities

Mozi�a
Mozilla’s principles

Decidim
DecidimFest

Decidim
Support Forum

Decidim
Social Contract

Decidim
LAB Metadecidim is an open and collaborative research space 
aimed at addressing key issues for the development of the 
Decidim platform and of  the online democracy.

build 
knowledge on 

more 
community led 

solutions

Understand what 
obstacles and 

challenges might be 
present for more 

marginalised 
stakeholders

regulations to 
support 

diversity and 
anti- 

harassment

more participants 
from diverse 
backgrounds 

invested in the 
platform

collabrative 
projects to 

collect data on 
diversity in 

GLAMS

more coordinated 
efforts between 
CHIs (learning 

from each other)

total transparency 
report  about 

hardware 
providers for al 

actors involved in 
data processing

Do not download files or content 
that has already been 
downloaded unless necessary.  
Do not leave sessions open if we 
do not use the applications. Let 
us be aware that the 
consumption of streaming 
material requires a lot of energy 
resources. We set the 
boundaries between the use and 
abuse of resources.

Art + Feminism Wiki
Safe Space/Brave Space Policy

Art + Feminism Wiki

Security Toolkit

Co- creating 
an Impact 
Lite Crash 

Course.

Crash course that allows interested 
individuals to become impact 

assessment practitioners. Practitioners 
means that  community members are 
able to lead ‘lite’ workshops on impact 
assessment  and/or become confident 

advocates on the topic of impact in 
discussions  with colleagues or partners 
when working out policies or projects in  

the digital GLAM sector.

Contributors 
/ 

Voulunteers

Data / 
Fact 

Checkers

Art + Feminism Wiki

Community Hours

fempower.tech
Events

IPR 
committee  

after the end 
of the project

Country / 
subject 

community 
manager

enable the 
creative 

industry to re- 
use of data

Goal : 
updating 
Indices 

platform to 
actual stakes

greater 
reach of the 
re- used date 
by the users

Tech 
support

Centralize 
surveys / 
questions 

with nudges

Legal 
advisors

Monitoring 
Committee

A lot of 
"publicity" to 

make the 
platform 
known

Involving 
advisory 

board

Publish your Governance Asset on the platform
https://participate.indices- 
culture.eu/processes/communityparticipation/f/67
/







Structuring data when 
creating a proposal by 
adding custom form fields 
elements to it.







Live Demo from Malhivern



Hello again… I am your 
inDICEs DATA 
REPOSITORY





Online data visualization and distribution platform focused on the geography and dynamics of 
economic activities. The OEC integrates and distributes data from a variety of sources to 
empower analysts in the private sector, public sector, and academia.



Hundreds of cultural datasets at your fingertips 

The inDICEs Data Observatory is a cultural data platform that 
enables you to augment your data with the latest and greatest in 
cultural data. With a catalog of thousands of cultural datasets from 
public and premium sources that have been vetted by our Data 
team, the Data Observatory provides a streamlined process to 
reduce the operational inefficiencies of discovering, licensing and 
accessing cultural data.







Participatory Space

Maxime

inDICEs 
Community

Sign- up

Perform a 
self 

assessment

Review data set on 
Twitter to compare 
the popularity and 

reach of other 
GLAMs

Use Case

Hi! M name is Maxime and I am a 
media manager for a gallery. I want to 
increase my digital impact and 
benchmark our reach with other GLAM 
organizations.

Benchmark 
our digital 

capacity and 
reach with 

other GLAMs

View resources 
in connection 

with my 
benchmark 

results

Create a 
diagnostic and 

add it to the data 
to benchmark 
other GLAMs

create/ 
share 

resources 
pertaining to 

digital 

develop graphs 
and analysis of 
twitter data in 
the repository

analyze related 
research 

pertaining to 
twitter from the 

repository

Create a data 
repository with 

data from twitter

Use the indicators 
to find data related 
to relevant social 

media

Reference Idea



https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRg67kM=/

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRg67kM=/
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRg67kM=/




Self
Assessment

tool data

DATA- ING Game

2015 Report
on the impact

of cultural
heritage

Data Set:
XL Survey data 

from 1,000 
institutions on

Digital Activity in 
CHIs

Catalogue of
good practices

city cultural
heritage

Self
Assessment

tool data

Questionnaire
for Survey

for IP Practices
in CHIs

Wikipedia 
data set

Fact �nd

Find Highlights

Comparing di�erent 
geographic scales

Show timelines + 
milestones

[insert 
data set 

here]

[insert 
data set 

here]

[insert 
data set 

here]

[insert 
data set 

here]

[insert 
data set 

here]

[insert 
data set 

here]

[insert 
data set 

here]

DESIRED ACTIONS

DATA SETS

Colaborate with others

Aggregate Keywords

[insert 
new 

Action]

Trainer + Facilitator 
+ Organizer

Jeanne

Museum Curator + 
Public Engagement

Helen

Journal article
Recreating
Exhibitions

in the Gen Z era

Each of our personas are in search of � data sets 
to compliment their work.

�We have data sets who are ready and available 
on our platform. �

❓❓Our persona wi� ask three questions.
Each of our data sets wi� respond to each 
question to the best of their ability.

�At the end of the game the persona if they 
want a data set to ride o� into the sunset with for 
their happy ending together. �

Instructions

3 reasons for me 
to engage with 

you

From ENUMERATE
Reference is the DOW

4.6 mi�ion tweets, 
the majority of 

which are in English 
with 3 mi�ion 

gathered short 
texts

From FBK

use 
case



Hypothesis Area

Create 'New Proposal'

[New Custom Fields for UIX]
Title:
Hypothesis:
Gaps in Knowledge :
References:
Indicators:
Resources needed:
2 Data sources / data sets:
Questions (2-3) to open a debate around the 
Hypothesis:
What if:  What i could [insert action] with [insert 
tools or data] to [insert purpose] for [mention 
beneficiaries of the outcomes or the utility of the 
action]
Who am I and my motivation / Related Persona:

Compare

Show similar proposals

*In the future similar data sets*

Click a similar proposal New tab for similar proposal

Click Contine

Proposal Template

Click Continue

Full Proposal

Publish/ Share

Comment on 
proposal 

questions or 
suggestions 

connecting it to 
your work

Edit your proposal in 
consideration of other 

proposals either adding or 
changing your proposal to be 

more distinct

Clicks on Data Repository Tab

Clicks 'Create New Data Set'

[New Custom Fields for UIX]
Data Set Title
What information is in this data?
Where does it come from?
Data Type
Publication Date
Url if any
How often is it updated?
Who owns it (rights statement if applicable):
License
What indicators might apply?
Who would be an expert on it?
How will people be using it?
Why will they be using it in that way?

Compare

Show similar data sets Click the title of a similar data set New tab for similar data set

Click Contine

Proposal Template

Click Continue

Full Proposal

Publish/ Share 
Proposal for the 

data

Comment on 
proposal 

questions or 
suggestions 

connecting it to 
your work

Edit your proposal in 
consideration of other proposals 
either adding or changing your 

proposal to be more distinct

Click similar data set New tab for similar data set

Comment on the 
data set asking if 
there has been 

any further 
analysis

Upvote the data
set

Click similar data set proposal

The proposal should be recieve supports and postive 
feedback for administrators approval to then publish 
the data to the repository

Questions Opportunities Challenges

Questions Opportunities Challenges

Questions Opportunities Challenges

Questions Opportunities Challenges

Questions Opportunities Challenges

Questions Opportunities Challenges

Upload a Hypothesis Proposal Upload a  Proposal for the 
Data Repository

User scenario
Marta works on feminist community building and development within Wikipedia. She wants to 
perform research to  contribute to the field of User Experience (UX) research by theorizing  on 
the felt experience of users from a memory perspective, taking into  consideration aspects 
linked to both personal and collective memories in  the context of connected environments with 
the goal of highlighting  unequal gender representation and the oppressive online cultures that  
perpetuate them.

User Scenario
Abirami is a researcher who is writing a report on the effectiveness of different forms of digital 
engagement and  collaboration. His top goals are finding specific metrics that  demonstrate 
impact and allow him to quantify and compare good practices  with ineffective ones. He reviews 
metrics daily because since the  pandemia there has been a dynamic online community and 
shift in terms of  how CHI’s engage with their audience. He is often drawn to trending  practices 
especially on social media or content that receives attention  i.e. clicks over extended periods of 
time. He understands the virality  or popularity and consistency of participation from users as a 
basic  good.

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRg67kM=/

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRg67kM=/
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRg67kM=/


•Data Set Title
•What information is in this data?
•Where does it come from?
•Data Type
•Publication Date
•Url if any
•How often is it updated?
•Who owns it (rights statement if applicable)
•License
•What indicators might apply?
•Who would be an expert on it?
•How will people be using it?
•Why will they be using it in that way?  







Context aware results 
while creating Proposals 





Improve proposal/debate 
creation text areas with a 
sidebar widget using the 
realtime suggestions feature.





Q&A



Goodbye!

Funded by 
the European Union

THX


